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Father's Day 
Gift Guide

use with any  

Matco Infinium 

18V tool!

for Dad

FAN  
EXCLUSIVE
facebook.com/matcotools

FACEBOOK

Save over $17
$322.95

Save over $36
$678.95

Save over $23
$302.95

MFJ354P

3.5 TON FLOOR JACK
 ∙ 4 strokes to high height allows for lift arm to 
contact the lift point on a more consistent basis

 ∙ Extra long handle with 3⁄8” thick foam bumper 
to prevent handle from damaging vehicles

 ∙ Equipped with universal joint release mechanism

MCL18IWVSKB2

CORDLESS  INFINIUM 18V 1/2 
IMPACT KIT WITH TWO BATTERIES
 ∙ Small, lightweight, 3.0Ah 18V Lithium-Ion battery prevents user  
fatigue without sacrificing power. 

 ∙ Precise variable-speed trigger with one-hand forward/reverse switch
 ∙ Convenient, trigger-activated LED light illuminates work area
 ∙ Super high-output drive-train engineered with one of the 
best power-to-weight ratio of any 1⁄2” cordless impact

 ∙ 725 ft. lbs. of breakaway torque
 ∙ Compact and rugged design for superior portability and durability
 ∙ MCL18IWVSKB2 kit includes: (1) MCL18IWVS 1⁄2” impact 
wrench (1) MCLCHRG Universal charger (2) MCL18LB 
Lithium batteries packed in a blow mold case

MUC122IWKIT

12V CORDLESS INFINIUM 1/4” IMPACT KIT
 ∙ One of the smallest tools on the market provides up to 60 ft. lbs.  
of max torque and only 71⁄2” high with the battery

 ∙ Ergonomic variable speed trigger provides precise control
 ∙ Trigger activated LED lights the work area in poorly lit shop environments
 ∙ Replaceable carbon brush motor which makes it easy for the user  
to extend the life of the tool

 ∙ Best in class 2.0 (Ah) battery with capacity indicator for easy power maintenance
 ∙ One hand forward/reverse knob makes changing direction in tight quarters easy
 ∙ Compact powerful tool is perfect for work under the hood or in the 
interior where larger tools have a tough time operating

 ∙ Kit contents: MUC122IW 1⁄4” impact wrench MUC122LB 
2.0Ah battery 12V battery charger  and bag
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for Dad

GIFTS

MTGRIP61 - LARGE

$20.95

$22.95

Save over 25%
$119.50

Save over 10%
$32.50

Save over 15%
$249.95

Save over $5
$48.50

$19.95

RE-GRIP HANDLE GRIP
 ∙ Conforms to almost any handle non-slip grip
 ∙ Ergonomic and redistributes 
energy created by impact

 ∙ Reduces muscle fatigue and adds comfort 
and safety to almost any handle

 ∙ Makes old tools like new and 
new tools even better

MTPG14 - 1.4 MM 
MTPG2 - 2.0MM

 
FULL SIZE 
CONVENTIONAL 
SPRAY GUN
 ∙ Precision manufactured for a 
consistent spray pattern

 ∙ Stainless steel fluid tip allows use of 
waterborne and solvent based paints

 ∙ Patented air cap reduces overspray
 ∙ Forged unibody handle for 
strength and durability

OFT38

ANGLED OIL ADAPTER 
FOR TOYOTA
 ∙ Use in conjunction with TOY1038 Toyota oil funnel
 ∙ Funnel extension angles away from obstructions
 ∙ Specifically made for a custom fit to 
valve covers and filler necks

 ∙ Made of durable ABS plastic
 ∙ Made in USA

AC99872A

INTELLIGENT  
DIGITAL GAUGE SET
 ∙ Database includes the refrigerant and oil 
capacities for over 1000 vehicles

 ∙ Displays Pressure, Vacuum, and Refrigerant Temperature
 ∙ Auto shut-off
 ∙ Includes set of 3 - R134a 72” hoses
 ∙ Includes High and Low side R134a manual couplers

GG1175L

MEGA GUN LOCK 
N LOAD PISTOL
 ∙ Lock n Load technology loads 
a cartridge twice as fast

 ∙ Reduces downtime when reloading grease
 ∙ Automatic bleeder bleeds air when 
reconnecting the barrel and head.  
No air locks, no more priming 
problems, no more hassle

MTGRIP44 - REGULAR

MTGRIP36 -SMALL
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{Give the gifts that get the dad approved ‘head-nod’}

for Dad

Save over 15%
$34.95 Save over 16%

$14.95

Save over 15%
$211.50

Save over 10%
$31.50

$56.95

PCS814

PLASTIC CHISEL SCRAPER SET
 ∙ Set of 4 plastic chisels for removing emblems 
and adhesive backed trim without damage

 ∙ The 1-piece, high-impact plastic chisels can also be used 
to remove stick-on weights from aluminum wheels and 
gaskets from aluminum surfaces  without marring

 ∙ Blades can be resharpened
 ∙ Set includes: 3⁄4”, 7⁄8”, 1”, and 1½” blade widths
 ∙ Hand guard and hang hole built into each flexible scraper

PLP

LED PEN LIGHT 
& PICK UP TOOL
 ∙ LED aluminum head illuminates 
darkened areas and won’t get lost

 ∙ Sturdy aluminum body 
stores telescopic handle

 ∙ Magnet capacity 5 lbs.
 ∙ Telescopes from 7 3⁄16” to 27 3⁄16”

SS3CFMP

3.0 CFM DEEP VACUUM PUMP
 ∙ 3.0 cfm deep vacuum pump
 ∙ High volume fan provides cool air to pump and motor
 ∙ Vapor discharge / oil fill port is easily removable and 
contains internal check valve to prevent oil blow out

 ∙ Includes “T” adaptor for 1⁄4” and 1⁄2” acme ports
 ∙ Non-slip cushioned handle

MFCNPR

NEOPRENE FENDER COVER
 ∙ Prevent scratching to your vehicle with 
comfortable one-of-a kind fender cover

 ∙ Fender cover is 34½” x 23½” with three pockets.  
Two large pockets 5¼” W x 97⁄8” D; Two Medium Pockets  
2” W x 97⁄8”D; Two small pockets 1¾” W x 97⁄8” D

EXPH16DS

1 LB. STEEL FACE 
DEAD BLOW HAMMER
 ∙ Narrow diameter steel and urethane tips
 ∙ Super grip handle, ergonomically ribbed for 
a secure grasp to use with or without gloves

 ∙ Fiberglass handle absorbs shock and 
is chemical and moisture resistant
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LIST
DONE!

DAD’S
to do

into

Give the gifts that get

for Dad

Save over $15
$84.95

Save over $7
$58.50

Save over $45
$176.95

Save over $30
$269.95

ABPINK

ANTRON BROWN  
“TOOLS FOR THE CAUSE” 
TOP FUEL DRAGSTER
 ∙ 1⁄24 scale Limited Edition Antron Brown 
Matco Tools “Tools for the Cause” custom 
paint scheme Top Fuel Dragster to benefit 
Susan G. Komen for the Cure Foundation

PBDC10

BENT DIAGONAL CUTTER PLIERS
 ∙ High leverage design offers easy cutting of hardened wire
 ∙ Cuts up to 1⁄4” soft wire and 1⁄8” hardened steel wire
 ∙ 12˚ angled head design allows greater hand clearance during use
 ∙ 10” length permits access in confined areas
 ∙ Forged axle rivet increases tool life
 ∙ Separately induction hardened cutting edges (64 HRC) improves cutting performance
 ∙ Made from oil-hardened, chrome vanadium electric 
steel for greater strength and lighter weight

 ∙ 8” long.  Cuts up to 5⁄32” hardened wire

MTX7R

RECHARGEABLE FLASHLIGHT XR7
 ∙ Rechargeable light system with two powerful LEDs 
provide 500+ Lumens with a 1.5h runtime

 ∙ Advanced Focus System allows one-hand Focus/Flood operation
 ∙ Smart light technology has 3 programmable 
modes:  Professional,  Easy and Defense

 ∙ Uses the Floating Charge System for simple 
recharging at work, home or on the go

 ∙ Unique USB connection option the user can charge off a laptop 
while traveling, or with no battery-memory worries SC108R

1/2” DRIVE 10 PIECE 8 POINT 
CHROME SOCKET SET
 ∙ High visibility laser marking helps technicians 
identify sockets more quickly

 ∙ Opti-Torque - applies torque to fastener sides not corners 
- allowing more torque to be applied to fastener

 ∙ Includes sizes: 3⁄8”, 7⁄16”, 1⁄2”, 9⁄16”, 5⁄8”, 11⁄16”, 3⁄4”, 13⁄16”, 7⁄8”, 1”


